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A TRUS Prostate Segmentation using Gabor 
Texture Features and Snake-like Contour 
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Abstract—Prostate cancer is one of the most frequent cancers in men and is a major 
cause of mortality in the most of countries. In many diagnostic and treatment procedures 
for prostate disease accurate detection of prostate boundaries in transrectal 
ultrasound(TRUS) images is required. This is a challenging and difficult task due to weak 
prostate boundaries, speckle noise and the short range of gray levels. In this paper a 
method for automatic prostate segmentation in TRUS images using Gabor feature 
extraction and snake-like contour is presented. This method involves preprocessing, 
extracting Gabor feature, training, and prostate segmentation. The speckle reduction for 
preprocessing step has been achieved by using stick filter and top-hat transform has 
been implemented for smoothing the contour. A Gabor filter bank for extraction of rotation-
invariant texture features has been implemented. A support vector machine(SVM) for 
training step has been used to get each feature of prostate and nonprostate. Finally, the 
boundary of prostate is extracted by the snake-like contour algorithm. A number of 
experiments are conducted to validate this method and results showed that this new 
algorithm extracted the prostate boundary with less than 10.2% of the accuracy which is 
relative to boundary provided manually by experts 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Prostate cancer is the most frequently diagnosed cancer in men and the second cancer-related 
cause of death for them [1, 2]. According to the American Cancer Society, dead rate is decreas-
ing every year caused by prostate cancer, but in 2007 23 out of every 100,000 people died of 
prostate cancer [3]. The rate is second highest value following the dead rate of lung and bron-
chial cancer. Hence diagnosis of the cancer of the early stages is crucial. Ultrasound imaging is a 
widely used technology for diagnosing and treatment this kind of cancer [4]. Especially, prostate 
transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) prostate images are captured easier and with lower cost. In fig. 1, 
an example of TRUS image capture is shown.  

For the purpose of prostate cancer diagnosis and image-guided surgical planning and therapy, 
the segmentation of prostates from two-dimensional or three-dimensional ultrasound images is 
challenged. US imaging is the main modality for prostate cancer diagnosis and treatment. Accu-
rate segmentation of prostate boundaries from US images plays an important role in many pros-
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tate-related applications such as the accurate placement of the needles and the biopsy, the as-
signment of the appropriate therapy in cancer treatment, and the measurement of the prostate 
gland volume [5]. Moreover, the shape of the prostate in US images is considered as an im-
portant indicator for staging prostate cancer. But, because the boundaries between prostate and 
nonprostate of the image are ambiguous, an automatic extraction of the boundaries has some 
difficulties [6, 7]. Such that, they are very weak texture structure, low contrast, fuzzy boundaries, 
speckle noise and shadow regions. To cope with these problems, different methods have been 
studied.  

Zhan and Shen [6] developed a deformable segmentation using Gabor-support vector machine 
(G-SVM) based 3D prostate images. Pathak and etc [8] presented a new paradigm for the edge-
guided delineation, providing the algorithm-detected prostate edges as a visual guidance for the 
user to manually edit. Shen and etc [9] designed a statistical shape model for outlining prostate 
boundary from 2D TRUS images. Shao and etc [10] presented a level set based method to detect 
prostate surface from 3D US images. Yan and etc [11] proposed an automatic segmentation for 
the prostate from 2D TRUS using adaptive learning local shape statistics. Akbari and etc [12] 
presented an automatic segmentation of the prostate in 3D TRUS images by extracting texture 
features and by statistically matching geometrical shape of the prostate. Until now, there have 
been so many studies, but most studies needed a help of human expert and who or what did not 
find any tumors. 

Our studies consist of preprocessing, extracting Gabor feature, training and prostate segmen-
tation. Preprocessing step processes histogram equalization, removing background, removing 
probe and stick filtering for removing speckle noise. The reason why it removes the background 
and the probe is to reduce the computing space. The removed spaces absolutely are nonprostate 
region. Histogram equalization enhances contrast and equalizes the contrasts of different images. 
Extracting Gabor feature step extracts and characterizes texture features in US images using 
Gabor filters at multiscales and multiorientations. Training step trains the Gabor texture features 
according to whether the pixels belong to prostate and nonprostate using SVM. By the results of 
SVM, each pixel of the test image is classified to prostate or nonprostate. And then, since none 

 

Fig. 1.  Placements of human organs and US probe 
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of all pixels in the images are accurately classified, the final step applies snake-like algorithm 
and gets the smooth boundaries between them. The results experimented from our 20 test imag-
es made difference by 10.2% compared to the work done by human expert. 

 
 

2. RELATED STUDIES 

In this chapter, we present difficulties of US prostate segmentation, and then we present in-
formation on the Gabor transform, deformable segmentation and 3D segmentation which are 
very important in this paper. 

 
2.1 Difficulties of US Prostate Segmentation 

As shown in fig. 2, US prostate image has a lot of noise and is hard to delineate the bounda-
ries. Especially, the base and apex parts of prostate are generally unclear or broken, since these 
boundaries are almost parallel to US beams of the transducer. Therefore, the images of the two 
parts are almost impossible to delineate the boundaries without reference of their neighbor’s 
boundaries. 

To cope with this problem, several methods were proposed. First, Chakraborty and etc [4] and 
Zhan and Shen [6] proposed a deformable segmentation method. The boundary of deformable 
model is subsequently driven to the boundary between the tentatively labeled prostate and 
nonprostate tissues, while its shape is limited by its pre-constrained shape. Tentative tissue la-
beling and subsequent deformation are repeated until they converge to the boundary in the pros-
tate images. Another method is to use 3D segmentation [6, 12]. Using 3D image the method gets 
the statistical boundary model from the apex to the base. The boundaries of an image are adjust-
ed within a certain limit of the pre-acquired 3D model. Disadvantages of these methods can’t 
find abnormal protrusions like tumor. 

 

 
 
2.2 Gabor Transform 

The Gabor transform, named after Dennis Gabor, is a special case of the short-time Fourier 
transform. It is used to determine the sinusoidal frequency and phase content of local sections of 

(a)                           (b)                             (c) 

 
Fig. 2.  (a) center image (b) base image (c) apex image 
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a signal as it changes over time. The function to be transformed is first multiplied by a Gaussian 
function, which can be regarded as a window, and the resulting function is then transformed 
with a Fourier transform to derive the time-frequency analysis. The window function means that 
the signal near the time being analyzed will have higher weight. The Gabor transform of a signal 
x(t) is defined by this formula 

 

, 	  

 
The Gaussian function has infinite range and it is impractical for implementation. But take a 

look at the distribution of Gaussian function. 
 

0.00001;	| | 1.9143
0.00001;	| | 1.9143

 

 
Gaussian function with | | 1.9143 can be regarded as 0 and also can be ignored. Here,  

is time(sec). Thus the Gabor transform can be simplified as 
 

, 	
.

.
 

 
This simplification makes the Gabor transform practical and realizable. Here, τ is window 

time at the center of window. The Gabor transform is invertible. The original signal can be re-
covered by the following equation. 

 

	 ,  

 
2.3 SVM 

The standard SVM takes a set of input data and predicts, for each given input, which of two 
possible classes comprises the input, making the SVM a non-probabilistic binary linear classifier. 
Given a set of training examples, each marked as belonging to one of two categories, an SVM 
training algorithm builds a model that assigns new examples into one category or the other. The 
original optimal hyperplane algorithm proposed by Vapnik in 1963 was a linear classifier. Line-
ar SVM gives some training data D, a set of n points of the form.  

 
	 , 	|	 ∈ , 	 ∈ 1, 1  

 
where the yi is either 1 or −1, indicating the class to which the point xi belongs. Each xi is a p-
dimensional real vector. We want to find the maximum-margin hyperplane that divides the point 
shaving yi = 1 from those having yi = -1.  

In 1992, Bernhard Boser, Isabelle Guyon and Vapnik suggested a way to create nonlinear 
classifiers by applying the kernel trick to maximum-margin hyperplanes [13]. The resulting al-
gorithm is formally similar, except that every dot product is replaced by a nonlinear kernel func-
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tion. This allows the algorithm to fit the maximum-margin hyperplane in a transformed feature 
space. The transformation may be nonlinear and the transformed space high dimensional; thus 
though the classifier is a hyperplane in the high-dimensional feature space, it may be nonlinear 
in the original input space. Fig.3 shows an example of linear and nonlinear SVM, respectively.  

 
2.4 Deformable and 3D Segmentation 

Zhan and Shen [6] used deformable surface model and divided the whole temporary bounda-
ries to several areas, named by subsurface. The model deforms under the influence of two basic 
components of an energy function. The two components are the internal and external forces as 
following equation.  

 
E = Eext + αEint 

 
The external energy Eext derives the mesh towards the surface patches obtained in the surface 

detection step. The internal energy Eint restricts the flexibility of the mesh. The parameter α 
weights the relative influence of each term. There are two types of deformable models described 
in the literature on parametric deformable models and level set-based deformable models [14]. 
Parametric models have been used in edge detection, object recognition, shape modeling, and 
motion tracking.  

Ghanei and etc [15] designed a 3D discrete model to outline the prostate boundaries. The us-
ers are required to outline image to give an initialization model. This model is simply deformed 
under both the internal force such as the curvature of the surface, and both the external force 
such as the edge map. Akbari and etc [12] presented a method for automatic segmentation of the 
prostate by extracting texture features and by statistically matching geometrical shape of the 
prostate. 

 
 

3. ROTATION-INVARIANT TEXTURE FEATURES AND SNAKE-LIKE CONTOUR 
BASED SEGMENTATION 

In this chapter, we present overall structure of the proposed approach and the detail proce-
dures. The overall structure consists of preprocessing, Gabor feature extraction, training and 
application steps as shown in fig. 4. In the figure, preprocessing, Gabor texture feature extrac-
tion and training steps are repeated several times as the training images. 

 

Fig. 3.  An example of a linear SVM and a nonlinear SVM 
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3.1 Preprocessing 

In preprocessing step, histogram equalization enhances the contrast of images by transforming 
the values in an intensity image, so that the histogram of the output approximately matches a 
specified histogram. Stick filtering filters to reduce the speckle noise. Morphological filtering is 
used to smooth filtered image and enhanced contrast near edges. Final step gets background and 
probe which will be excluded for training. 

Histogram equalization considers a discrete gray scale image, x, and lets ni be the number of 
occurrences of gray level, i. The probability of an occurrence of a pixel level, i in the image is 

 

	 , 0  

 
Here, L is the total number of gray levels in the image, n is the total number of pixels in the 

image, and px(i) is in fact the image’s histogram for pixel value i. The stick filtering algorithm 
challenges the problem of filtering speckle in US images without losing edge detail. The stick 
filter determines the mean of neighboring pixels in the direction of the stick - the most likely 
direction of the linear feature passing through (x, y). If n is the stick’s length, there are 2*n-2 
possible orientations. We use 5 length pixels as shown fig. 5.  

In morphological filtering, the top-hat and bottom transformation are applied on output of 
stick filter (Fs) with using a ordinary neighborhood window. We use a disk with radius 3 in top-
hat, bottom-hat transformation. 

 
Ht = top − hat(Fs) 

 
Hb = bot - hat(Fs) 

 

Fig. 4.  Overall structure of the proposed method 
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Fp = Fs + Ht − Hb 

 
Ht is the top-hat and Hb is the bottom-hat transformation and Fp is the preprocessed image. 

We get background and probe, and then exclude them in step of training. Generally the back-
ground is black and is apparently unusable region. The probe which is generally an exploring 
needle in fig. 1 but is a half circle shaped black region in fig. 2. This is useless region as well.  

 
3.2 Extracting Gabor Texture Features 

Gabor filter bank is obtained by the dilation and rotation of the mother function. Here, we use 
that total numbers of the orientations are K=4, the scale numbers of the scales are S = 2. So the 
basic rotation and scale factors are ψ=π/K and a=(Uh/Ul)

1/S-1 , respectively. Uh and Ul are param-
eters that determine the frequency range of the Gabor filter bank. We use Uh =0.1 and Ul =0.025. 
Using the scale variables and the rotation variables, the (s,k)th Gabor filter is  

 
gs,k(x,y) = asg(as(xcos(kψ)+ysin(kψ)) as(-xsin(kψ)+ycos(kψ))) 

 
The Gabor filter bank has two important properties, the frequency spectrum of the filter bank 

has a multiscale and multiorientation structure and each filter can be separated into two parts, 
i.e., the real part and the imaginary part. The real part is regarded as a smooth filter and the im-
aginary part is regarded as an edge detection filter. Using Gabor filter bank offers three ad-
vantages. First, it can smooth the image and remove speckle noises. Second, the multiscale 
structure enables hierarchical implementation. Third, the multiorientation structure enables the 
extraction of edge direction, edge strength and rotation-invariant features. We use the imaginary 
parts, but the real part Gabor features can be used. So the proper negotiation is needed. In this 
paper, we use 8 Gabor texture features per pixel which consist of K=4, S=2 and the imaginary 
part Gabor features. 

 
3.3 Training the Features 

To train the features using SVM, each pixel should be classified to prostate or nonprostate. 
Originally, no one knows whether each pixel belongs to which region. To classify the region, the 
human expert is needed. The inner part of the contours drawn by the expert is prostate and the 
outside of the contours is nonprostate. The pixels around the contour acquired from the expert 
and the useless region are excluded in the training process. Why the pixels around the contour 
are excluded is that they don’t have classifiable features comparing to other regions.  

Next, each pixel has 8 Gabor texture features which will be trained and have the following in-

 

Fig. 5.  A typical stick of five length pixels 
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put format. 
 
-1 1:33.248316 2:34.518724 3:19.255745 4:4.296715 5:33.996764 6:35.103513 7:19.049476  
8:3.813344 
1 1:-5.961116 2:-1.852036 3:2.131680 4:4.366701 5:-6.335777 6:-1.963415 7:1.260157  
8:3.865562 
 
First columns, -1 and 1 mean nonprostate and prostate, respectively. The numbers from 1 to 8 

mean each pixel’s Gabor feature orders that the first 4 features (1-4) are S=1 and K=1, 2, 3, and 
4, and the next 4 ones (5-8) are S=2 and K=1, 2, 3, and 4, in the order named. The real numbers 
are the values of Gabor texture feature. After training the features, a number of support vectors 
and their coefficients are acquired. Table 1 is support vectors. 

All the first values, 1s, are just indices that the values are from 1 to the number of support 
vectors, the second values, 1-8, are the same as the input indices. Their coefficients consist of -1 
or 1 as the number of support vectors. 

 
3.4 Classifying Pixels 

In application step, a test image follows the preprocessing and Gabor transformation as train-
ing procedure, too. The input format for predicting whether each pixel belongs to prostate or 
nonprostate is same as one of training step. But here all the pixels are tested without excluding 

    

Fig. 6.  Contour extracted from human expert and its neighbors which is not used for training 
 
 

Table 1.  Support vectors got from training 

Indices Gabor texture features 

(1,1) 10.3537 

(1,2) 11.3592 

(1,3) 15.5525 

(1,4) 16.1532 

(1,5) 16.2178 

(1,6) 15.9830 

(1,7) 12.4169 

(1,8) 11.4315 
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any pixel. The results from prediction have -1 or 1, nonprostate or prostate, respectively. Fig. 7 
shows a test image and its labels which the black ones are nonprostate, -1, and the white ones 
are prostate, 1. 

First of all, wrong classified pixels are needed to be excluded from the labels. The algorithm 
to exclude the noise pixels is simple. The pixels not included in one big white label and the pix-
els not included in one big black label may be only excluded as shown in (a) of fig. 8. After re-
moving noises, the contour has rough line around which the prostate and non prostate meet. Real 
prostate boundary doesn’t have protrusion, so protrusions need to be removed. We use 7x7 mask 
as shown in fig. 9. This mask is used to find a block that one side is opened and the other sides 
are closed in different sides. The result after removing the protrusions is shown in (b) of fig. 8.  

   

Fig. 7.  A test image and its predicted labels 
 
 

         
(a)                         (b)                         (c) 

Fig. 8.  (a) Labels after excluding wrong classified labels (b) Labels after removing protrusion  
(c) Labels after smoothing the contour with radius = 30 

 
 

 

Fig. 9.  Mask for removing the protrusion 
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3.5 Smoothing the Contours 

A contour of a 2D region is defined by an ordered set of points where the neighboring ele-
ments contain the neighboring points. Such representation can be obtained with many tech-
niques such as boundary tracing and chain codes. In a simple 2D point set or a curve the points 
do not have to line in a specific order. The contour smoothing is done by projecting all the con-
tour points onto the local regression line. For each point, N neighboring points which lie on the 
contour are sampled on each side and a local regression line is computed. Then the current point 
is projected on this line. Applying this algorithm to all the points smoothes the contour and in a 
way brings the points closer. 2N+1 is the number of total points contributing to the computation 
of the local regression line. The higher the number of point is, the smoother the curve is. 

Because of the linear nature of fitting, when too much smoothing is desired, some important 
features such as protrusions may be lost. In a way, this is an example of over-smoothing. A way 
to be less prone to such errors is to use Gaussian weighted least squares fit. To do this, the algo-
rithm is the following and the labels after smoothing with radius = 30 shows in fig. 8 (c). 

 
chain_code[1..2][]=Convert2DContours(x_pos, y_pos) ; // x_pos and y_pos are bin image 
maxX = max(chain_code[1][]) ; 
maxY = max(chain_code[2][]) ; 
minX = min(chain_code[1][]) ; 
minY = min(chain_code[2][]) ; 
For all j of chain_code[1..2][j] with radius(=30 or 20)  

 [xm, ym] = middle_point(chain_code[i][j], radius*2+1) ; 
 [a, b, c] = weighted_ortho_least_square(xm, ym, chain_code[1..2][j]) ; 
 [x2, y2] = project_point_on_line(a, b, c, chain_code[1..2][j]) ; 

if (x2>=minX && y2>minY && x2<=maxX && y2<=maxY) 
Xs[j]=x2; 
Ys[j]=y2; 
else 
Xs[j]=chain_code[1][j]; 
Ys[i]=chain_code[2][j]; 
end 

 end // Final Xs and Ys are the smoothed contour 
 
 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

This chapter shows our experimental results in predicting pixels and the boundary between 
prostate and nonprostate. And we compare the boundaries of ours and expert in objective view 
and subjective view. 

 
4.1 Predicting Pixels from SVM 

We used SVM to predict whether each pixel is prostate or nonprostate using the training 
model. Fig. 10 shows testing images, their predicting labels, and labels after removing the island 
labels, which the white labels are predicted as prostate and the black labels as nonprostate. The 
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reason the white labels are distributed in the black labels is why the texture features of them are 
similar, so removing the island labels is needed. Parameter used in Gabor filter bank that fre-
quency is [0.025, 0.05, 0.1], orientation is [pi/4, pi/2, pi*3/4, pi], scale is [1, 2] and matrix size is 
26, so center point of the matrix is [13, 13]. To remove protrusions we use 7x7 mask and to 
smooth the contour we use radius, 20 and 30. 

 
4.2 Comparisons of Objective and Subjective Views 

As shown in fig. 11, the boundaries by human expert and the proposed method are very simi-
lar but not same. Actually, even human experts have differences of their drawn boundaries. In 

 

Fig. 10.  Testing images, their predicting labels and labels after removing islands 
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the figure, the solid line is the delineating boundaries by the proposed method and the dashed 
line is one by experts. For quantitative comparison, we used difference between two boundaries. 
In this paper, we can use radius = 20 or 30, however, the figure shows radius = 30. The differ-
ence (D) comes from the following equation. 

 
D = count(for all pixels E(x, y) and P(x,y), labels(E(x,y) != P(x,y))) / count(prostate of E), 

 
Here, E means expert, P means the proposed method. 
Table 2 shows D for 5 images of 20 testing images. Although the difference between the 

boundaries of human expert and the proposed method is bigger than other test images, D is not 
too big because the size of the prostate is occupying the big region. The value, 0.109, means that 
10.9% labels are wrong classified. The wrong classified labels are distributed on the boundary of 
prostate and nonprostate. It took 5.2 seconds on average for 20 experimental images. 

 
 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposed a TRUS prostate segmentation using Gabor texture features, SVM, and 
snake-like contour smoothing algorithm. As the boundary between prostate and nonprostate is 
not clear and even the textures of them are hard to classify, especially for US prostate image. 
First, after processing the training images, the pixels (1 or -1) that human expert classifies all the 
pixels as prostate and nonprostate region are transformed by Gabor filter bank. Gabor texture 
features acquired by the transform are trained by SVM whose outputs are support vectors. These 
support vectors are used for classifying the pixels with prostate and nonprostate. Finally the test 
image is classified with two regions which are not clear. Using noise reduction and protrusion 

   
 

  
 

Fig. 11.  Delineating boundaries by human expert (dotted line) and the proposed method (solid line) 
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removal, a rough contour is determined and is smoothed by snake-like algorithm. The proposed 
method through these processing has difference about 10% comparing to human expert’s con-
tours. Our future studies is to improve the computation time, to apply human expert’s 
knowledge, and finally to implement 3D segmentation. 
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